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Wow,
{uhnr} we’ve
really got
a lot of
stuff to
turn in.

But you’ve
GOtTa store
and turn iN
items thE
riGht wAY!

Help your unit
all year!
Check out this
SPECIAL ISSUE
on EQUIPMENT
TURN-IN,
PROPERTY
ACCOUNTABILITY
and READINESS!
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Excess Equipment:

Going, Going, Gone!
The Army is reorganizing, drawing down
to a total of 980,000 troops. While we’re
becoming leaner and meaner, the Army
still remains the best trained and equipped
military in the world.

With fewer Soldiers, the Army
needs less equipment. Any extra
equipment requires maintenance,
so it’s a constant drain on time,
storage space, manpower and
maintenance dollars.

PS is
here to
help.

The Army’s divestment strategy is
to get all this excess equipment
turned in by the end of FY17 in
order to:

• support modernization
• reduce sustainment costs to shift

As part of the Army
reorganization, much of that
equipment is already being
turned in. You can find details of
the turn-in in FRAGO 1, Equipping,
to EXORD 008-16,
Army Reorganization (980K):

funds to support new equipment

• support cost efficient end-oflife-cycle decisions

• remove large amounts of Class VII
materiel while eliminating unique
Class II and IX repair parts from
the inventory.

https://www.us.army.mil/
suite/doc/45946130

This special issue provides the information you need
to get all of your equipment to 10/20 standards.
That allows you to turn in the excess, while ensuring the
equipment you keep is ready to go at a moment’s notice.

PS 770
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Supply Management…

CSDP, PA Guidance at
Your Fingertips
The Army needs
units to get a better
handle on property
accountability (PA) and
uphold the Command
Supply Discipline
Program (CSDP).

•
•
•
•
•

To help units achieve this goal,
the Quartermaster School created the
Command Supply Discipline Program and
Property Accountability Knowledge Center
on AKO. it’s a one-stop shop that hosts:

PA/supply training
current regulations, publications and guidance.
briefings, SOPs and training.
the latest GCSS-Army information.
links to other logistics info and web resources.
The center is also part of the
Sustainment Knowledge Network (SKN) and
sKN forums, so online collaboration is easy.

Special features include “Ask Now,”
where visitors can submit questions to subject
matter experts (sMEs) at the Quartermaster
School, plus a virtual library where sMEs and
others can share best practices and
lessons learned.
if you’ve got a CAC , you’ve got a key to all
the content. Visit the CSDP and Property
Accountability Knowledge Center at:

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/670916
The csdp
and Property
Accountability
Knowledge
Center has me

pumped!

For more
information
about the
center or to
ask CSDP or
PA questions,
choose the red
Ask the EXPERT
button on the
site or email:

usarmy.lee.tradoc.mbx.pa-csdp-helpdesk@mail.mil

PS 770
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Avoiding Property Pains
I don’t gEt
it, siR! I Know
we turned
that HMMWV in.
I Was THerE!

does it seEm
unlikely that you
could misplace A
HMMWv?

Well,
division
says
we sTiLl
got it.

nevertheLEss,
finding it can
seEm like a
NeEdle in a
haystack if you
transpose a
single number
on your Turn-iN
DOCUments!

Nobody

wants to be found liable for losing Army equipment. Beyond the
embarrassment and the risk to your career, losing government property can cost you
a month’s wages or more.
The keys to avoiding property loss are maintaining control of any Army property
assigned to you and accurately completing any forms, such as DA Form 3161,
Request for Issue or Turn-In, when you transfer property.
The most critical info on the DA Form 3161 are line item numbers (LINs), national
stock numbers (NSNs) and serial numbers (SNs). One transposed or missing number
can mean a whole lot of headaches.
Odds for 3161 errors increase in deployed environments with high OPTEMPO,
and during equipment fieldings of multiple serialized items.
Units that are preparing to deploy or rotate back to their home stations may
understandably be in a hurry to transfer equipment. But a little extra time spent
checking LINs, NSNs and SNs up front is a lot better than getting involved in a
lengthy Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (FLIPL) down the road.
Accurate SN recording during equipment fieldings ensures proper asset visibility and
enhances audit readiness.
Worried that you might have a property loss issue? Notify your chain of command
immediately upon discovery of the suspected loss so it can be investigated.
If it’s a numerical entry error, chances are a FLIPL investigator may be able to find
it and resolve the situation, but contact your property book officer immediately.
But why take a chance? Make sure the numbers you enter on any forms are correct
from the start. You can avoid a lot of hassles that way.

PS 770
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Let’s git this
rolling stock
moved out!

Lateral Transfer RodeO
Tied up
with excess
equipment?

Take a page
from Chief
Sederholm’s
how-to book
to lighten
the load!

Dear Editor,
The 157th Maneuver Enhancement Brigade
(MEB) conducted a lateral transfer rodeo
during an annual training event at Ft McCoy.
I’d like to share the details and some tips
that I hope help other units. Although our
event was Guard-specific, this process can be
adapted to all branches.
Our plan was developed and presented to
the commander and the staff 8-10 months
prior to execution. We allowed three days to
conduct the necessary movement between
three separate battalions and 20 companies.
All equipment to be lateraled was identified
and gaining and losing units notified. We gave
ample notice to units to get their sections
inventoried and equipment brought up to
10/20 standards, packed and delivered to
annual training. We had additional drivers to
move rolling stock where necessary.
Any items with shortage annexes were
identified and agreed upon prior to
transfer. Units were assigned times for
inventorying equipment.  

4
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Yeehaw!
Just the kind of
‘drive’ I like!

Lassos BiG Savings!
Equipment was positioned at the staging inventory area at arrival and
inventoried or sent to the maintenance tent if necessary. Losing unit section
personnel inventoried with gaining unit section personnel, allowing for a
seamless transfer between the actual equipment users.
It was a big help to have a maintenance company from the brigade support
battalion and a forward support company on hand to check over any gaining
equipment and conduct technical inspections on turned-in equipment.  
Supply NCOs oversaw and verified the inventories, completed the necessary
DA Form 3161s, Request for Issue or Turn-in, and delivered them to the PBOs
for posting. PBOs onsite posted documents and resolved issues. All transfers
were posted to the property books by the end of the day, allowing units
to issue change documents to the sections and update sub-hand receipts
as necessary.  
Holding a lateral transfer rodeo at annual training reduced the amount of
time our supply NCOs spent driving to conduct transfers over the course of
a year in our 428-mile footprint. It also cut the number of trips per year to
complete transfers by 30.
The end result was an estimated 240,000 travel miles and 4,800 man-hours
saved. We also transferred more than $20 million of equipment in three days.
With today’s increasing OPTEMPO in combo with continued downsizing and
budget cuts, finding the time is often the hardest part of managing and
reducing excess equipment. The ultimate goal is coordinating the movement of
equipment to the right unit at the right time.

PS 770
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10 Tips for a Successful Lateral Transfer Rodeo
1. Plan early. Plan as far forward
as you can to reduce excess. Be
willing to accept a little risk.

2. Timing.

Plan the best time (start,
middle, or end of year).
Figure out who is on leave
or what big training events
are happening then. Find a
time that works best for
everyone.

7. Get maintenance support.

involve maintenance early and
often to ensure equipment is up to
10/20 standards before moving it.
Also involve them at the point of
transfer to make sure any last
minute faults are identified
and/or fixed on the spot from
the bottom.

9. use

10. connectivity
matters.

LMI-DST as
designed.

Having connectivity
is a top priority.
Being able to
transfer and
post documents
as they happen in
real time aids in
asset visibility,
managing excess
and improving unit
readiness.

it allows
for crosscomponent
equipment
transfers.
This requires
a lot of PBO
work and
coordination
with DA, NGB,
PMs and
other PBOs.

3. Get buy-in from everyone.
Get the commander on board to
push from the top and Soldiers
to push from the bottom.
Let the S4 shop execute.

4. inventory ahead.

Conduct an inventory prior to moving
equipment to ensure it all shows up
complete and serviceable. it makes
inventorying equipment faster and easier!

5. location,
location,
location.

6. allow enough time.
Set a realistic timetable for
inventory at the transfer,
allowing for any last
minute maintenance issues or
technical inspections.

The best lateral
transfer
location allows
for staging and
inventory of all
the equipment to
be transferred.

When your unit doesn’t need
certain equipment, it’s often not
a priority to get it technically
inspected or turned in.

it might be
the forward
operating base at
annual training,
the motor pool,
or the armory or
Reserve center
that’s closest
to all the units
involved.

770 06-07.indd 1-2

Finally, units should think outside
the box. For example, if Alpha Co
needs a Harris radio that is installed
in a Bravo Co truck, lateral the truck
with the equipment and save the man
hours it takes to uninstall and reinstall the radio. Then lateral a truck
back to Bravo that doesn’t have the
radio installed. Some cases may require
transferring equipment between three
units to get to the desired end result.
The bottom line is that creating a
lateral transfer directive is easy, but
boots on the ground are what really
count. Units still need to make the time
and find the resources to get it done.
CW3 Shawn Sederholm
PBO 157th MEB

But remember,
other units may
need it!

PS 770

8. use the experts you have.
Use sub-hand receipt holders to
inventory equipment. They should
know their equipment and its
associated components.
if equipment users can inventory
at the hand-off to another user,
it frees up logistics personnel to
oversee the larger process.
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Editor’s note: You’ve wrangled
up some terrific pointers here.
Thanks, Chief!

11/22/16 11:36 AM

whadaya
mean did I
‘‘even read
the list’’?
what list!?

Pick Property
Properly!
Take note, units! Review the following property turn-in
restrictions before you try to take items or equipment to
the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Disposition Services…

•
•
•
•
•

Property Not Allowed for Physical or
Accountable Turn-in

Radioactive waste, items, devices or materiel
DOD inspection stamps and devices
Consecrated religious items
Classified material
Classified and unclassified information systems
security materiel or communications security
equipment. Disposal of FSCs 5810 and 5811 is the
responsibility of the military services. They can’t
be transferred to DLA Disposition Services in their
original configuration. See DOD 4160.28-M.
• Property containing information covered by the
Privacy Act (except for properly packaged X-ray
film with required PII certification)
• Refuse and trash (post-consumer waste material
such as litter and rubbish).

PS 770
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Property
Not Allowed for
Physical Turn-In

• Live animals
• Ammunition, explosives or
dangerous articles (including
incendiary products)
• Drugs or biological or
controlled substances
• Nitrate-based film
• Used psychodiagnostic
test sets.
For more info, visit

DLA Disposition Services’
website at:

http://www.dla.mil/
dispositionservices.aspx

JAN 17

Maintenance Management…

Units Have an Ally in Expert ASL
We’re low on
crucial stock
sir. We’re not
ready.

how long
until we
ARE ready?

Supply StOCks
are Full, Major.
We’re ready to
RolL out!

Let’s get
GOing!

uhH…

This is the difference an ASL can make!
Supply support activities (SSA) play major roles
when it comes to equipment readiness.
But if critical
parts are out
of stock, the
extra time it
takes to get
those parts
and return the
equipment to
mission-capable
status can, in
turn, affect
unit readiness.

if a piece
of equipment
fails but the
necessary
parts to fix
it are on-hand
at tactical or
fixed-based
SSAs, often
the equipment
can be quickly
returned to
action.

PS 770
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The Expert
Authorized
Stockage List
(ASL) Team at
the Logistics
Support
Activity can
help units
improve
their combat
readiness…

…by
analyzing
demand
data and…

…advising

SSAs what

SSAs serviced
by the Expert ASL
Team will have an
ASL fill rate goal
of 35 percent for
all issue priority
groups, and a
goal of 60 percent
readiness-driver
fill rate.

to stock.

Note: Maintenance significant parts fill rates (previously known as readinessdriver fill rates) can now be viewed in the Business Intelligence Tool (BIT) on the
GCSS-A homepage. Additional guidance from HQDA G-4 in ALARACT 296/2000
states that all SSAs must have ASL Reviews:
ASL review packages are tailored to a unit’s specific needs, so Active, National
Guard and Army Reserve units can all benefit from the team’s expertise.
The team uses the Global Combat
Support System-Army (GCSS-A) and
internal processes that can factor in
unit deployments. They can even build
an ASL from scratch for units that
have limited consumption information.
In these cases, the team uses a proxy
consumption stream or availability
balance file.
Used together, the authorized to
forecast (ATF) model and Expert ASL
team are a combat multiplier. They can
create the best ASL possible for a unit to
support equipment readiness. However,
the process does not replace the need for
unit input during the review. The expert
ASL team can also advise units on:

my unit needs to get repair parts
to its maintenance crews faster!

the army’s
expert aSl
team can
help make
that happen!

• every 180 days in OCONUS.
• every 120 days, if in OCONUS theater and supporting a deployed force.
• annually if CONUS-based.

Units may request more frequent reviews. To request an ASL review, open a
review request on the ASL AKO announcement URL:
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/620127
To obtain an optimal review, answer all the questions about your unit on the form.
Then choose Submit and the form will be attached to a pre-addressed email with all
interested parties copied. Hit Send and the request will go to the Expert ASL Team.
The ASL AKO section also includes a brochure, FAQs, and other helpful
information about the review process.
You can also find Expert ASL Team support at:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/community/spaces/sustainnet/
amc_community/asl-review-team-support
For questions or more information, call the Expert ASL team at (256) 9559587/1099, or email: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.asl@mail.mil
…and
that’s how
you do it!

Thanks, ma’am! Now that you’ve
helped us, we’re ready to go
when and where we’re needed!

• Readiness drivers by focusing on parts
that deadline combat systems
• Issues that may affect ASL performance
• Specialized ASL reviews (non-standard),
for activities that have unique needs.

PS 770
770 10-11.indd 1-2
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Supply Management…

Aiming for Orderly Inventory

To get a customized ATF SL list, email PSCC.
Put “Shelf-Life SSA Listing” in the subject line.
in the email, give your SsA Routing Identifier Code (RIC),
which is your GCSS-Army warehouse number/warehouse
complex, along with your full POC info.
Send it to LOGSA PSCC at:

Questions?
Call

DSN 795- 7257
or
(570) 615-725 7.

usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil
Hey, there’s
not an inch
here to
spare. Don’t
be shelfish!

Move over,
buddy! you’re
CRowDin’ Me!

You can even get on-site shelf-life training through PSCC.
See our article on Pages 58-59 in PS 765 (Aug 16):

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2016/765/765-58-59.pdf
PSCC can also advise you on any SL or hazardous materials (HAZMAT)
issues that pop up during inventory. For HAZMAT help, call DSN 795-7685,
(570) 615-7685, or contact PSCC at the email address above.

Publications…
Settle down,
you two!
We’re going
to get that
old inventory
moved out,
and then
you’ll have
plenty of
room.

Supply support
activity (SSA)
staff, have you
taken stock of
your warehouse
lately?

Not properly managing shelf-life (SL)
items like batteries, gaskets, adhesives
and lubes can lead to serious problems,
including:

• items expiring before they can be issued,
•
•

which means unnecessary reordering
costs.
an increase in hazardous waste disposal,
also raising expenses.
lowered unit readiness and risks to
personnel safety from using expired
materials.

This handy
smartbook
makes
turn-ins a
snap!

The Defense
Logistics Agency’s
(DLA) Disposition
Services’ 2016
Turn-in Smartbook
spells out
documentation
requirements for
common property
turn-ins at DLA
Disposition
Services’
disposal sites.
included are
sample forms
and how to
fill them out,
references,
points of
contact, links
to fillable
forms and
other info to
make the
turn-in
process
as easy as
possible.

The first step to a good inventory is
identifying which items have a shelf life.

LOGSA’s Packaging, Storage, and
Containerization Center (PSCC) can help.
They can run a customized list of the SL
items on your Authorized to Forecast
(ATF) from the Global Combat Support
System-Army (GCSS-Army), or show you
how to run the “Shelf Life Management
for Materials” report (ZSHELF) for
better management of your SL items.

PS 770
770 12-13.indd 1-2
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Get the guide at:

http: //www.dla.mil/DispositionServices/Offers/
CustomerSupport/Library/handbooks.aspx

11/21/16 10:27 PM

Supply Management…

Awareness Key to Upholding CSDP
Everyone trusted with
government property is
responsible for its proper
use, care, custody, safekeeping
and disposition.

The Command Supply
Discipline Program (CSDP)
serves as a guide.

All Army property, except real
property, must be classified for
property accounting purposes
as expendable, durable, or
nonexpendable.

Awareness is key to upholding the CSDP.
For example, whenever equipment has
missing or broken parts, a determination
needs to be made that the maintenance
expenditure limit (MEL) for that equipment
will not be exceeded if it’s repaired.

um, what
if it costs
more to fix
m— an item—
than the
MEL? I’m
asking for
a friend!
I’m a compilation of
existing regulatory
requirements that aim
to standardize supply
discipline in the Army.
and I can simplify
command, supervisory
and managerial
responsibilities.

•
•
•

being properly bolted down in
shipping containers.
received with incorrect
condition codes.
received in shipping
containers misidentified with
the incorrect NSNs.
turned in with missing parts.

Damaged oil
pan found when
engine removed
from container

if the cost to repair an item exceeds its

When a repair is authorized for a major
assembly or repairable item, it often goes
to a depot or repair facility.

Whenever

6V53T engine received for rebuild/overhaul:
Engine damaged, rocker arm cover broken

8V71T engine received for rebuild/overhaul:
Missing bolts from container mount

Taking a little extra time up front to ensure
items are properly categorized, packaged and
complete before they are sent in for repair
can in turn improve the supply chain.

repairable items
are received by
depots or repair
facilities, it
increases the
rebuild/overhaul
cost, slows
down production
schedules,
creates supply
shortages and
decreases
readiness
rates!

770 14-15.indd 1-2

• damaged as a result of not

MEL, turn the item in for disposition or get
a MEL waiver before it’s repaired.

damaged

PS 770

Here are some common problems
reported with items received
from the field for rebuild/
overhaul. Too often, major
assemblies or items are:
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For more info about
the CSDP and related
topics, check out the
following pubs…

JAN 17
11/21/16 10:29 PM

Getting it Right:
Supply Discrepancy Reports
hey, smiTty!
check out my
neW TanK!

woah! that’s pretty
impressive. but…

I’m not
sure; I
ordered
a water
tank!

… you’re
a water
treatment
specialist!
how’d that
happen?!

Did you order a
specific part but got
something different
when it came in?
yes, that’s
exactly what
happened!

With millions of
NSNs and PNs,
mistakes happen.
Numbers get
transposed or
dropped here
or there.

You need to
file a Supply
Discrepancy
Report (SDR).
Use SDRs to
report shipping
or packaging
discrepancies
that are the
responsibility
of the shipper,
whether the
shipper is a
government
source,
contractor,
manufacturer
or vendor.

Shipping discrepancies include:

• the wrong condition of an item,
•
•
•
•

I’ve doublechecked the
digits and I did
order the item
correctly… so
now what?

including expired shelf-life.
overage/shortage/total non-receipt.
the wrong unique item identification.
improper documentation.
misdirected shipments.

packaging
discrepancies
include improper:

770 16-17.indd 1-2
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DOD WebSDR can
also be used to check
on the status of SDRs
or run ad hoc queries
and management
reports.

packing
preservation
marking
unitization

Get access to DOD WebsDR by completing an online System
Access Request (sAR) at the DLA Transaction Services website:

https://www.transactionservices.dla.mil/

On the
website…

PS 770

•
•
•
•

The Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA)
manages SDRs for
DOD. You can submit
SDRs using your
component-directed
SDR system or via
DOD WebSDR.

PS 770

•
•
•
•

click Request Login ID and Password and
click Accept twice for rules.
Scroll down and click on WEBSDR.
Complete and submit your SAR.

Be sure to
keep your
confirmation
number!

17
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To register your EMAIL CERT in order to read encrypted
SDR data or notices, visit:

https: //www.transactionservices.dla.mil/common/smime/menu.asp
Be sure the contact info
you put on the SDR is current
and accurate. That way,
investigators can contact
you if they have questions.
if they can’t reach you, the
investigation may stall!
and Remember to use
your Enterprise email
address. AKO emails
are no longer valid!

Got
it!

if asked to select your certificate prior
to connection, remember to select your
email certificate from the pop-up window
to connect to DLA Transaction Services.
Also remember to close your web
browser prior to going to the
registration link, and close all browsers
after successful registration.
Once you’re registered and receive your
user ID and password, log in at:

https: //www2.transactionservices.dla.mil/
portal/portal.asp
Choose “WebSDR” and follow the
menu items for options needed.
While in the SDR application, you can
click Help at the top of the screen
then click WebSDR Training Slides
for help files and/or screen shots
for the various menus in sDR.

WebSDR automatically fills in much of
the shipping and requisition information
for you using the Transaction Services
Requisition History. You can then finish
filling in all the requested information.
You can attach additional supporting
documentation or photos to support
your claim. DOD WebSDR will direct your
SDR to the shipping activity and/or the
source of supply for resolution, based
upon SDR content and internal business
rules. include your full contact info so
they can follow up, if needed.
Retain the item in question until you
receive official disposition instructions
via the SDR process.
For detailed SDR guidance and rules, see Chapter 1 7 (Supply
Discrepancy Reporting), Volume 2 (Supply Standards and Procedures)
of the Defense Logistics Manual (DLM) 4000.25, Defense Logistics
Management Standards (DLMs) Manual (Jun 12, w/Ch 6, Oct 15).
You’ll find the complete DLMS series at:

http: //www2.dla.mil/j-6/dlmso/elibrary/manuals/dlm/dlm_pubs.asp
Call or email the DLA Transaction Services Help Desk for routing or
system application issues at dsn 986-3247, (93 7) 656-3247, or email:

websdrhelp@dla.mil
For status/resolution on an SDR, follow the procedures outlined
in DLMS Chapter 17 (Supply Discrepancy Reporting). Send functional
questions to your service, agency pOc or the DLA Customer interaction
Center at Dsn 661- 7 766, toll-free 1-(87 7)-352-2255, or email:

DLAContactCenter@dla.mil

PS 770
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Maintenance Management…

PQDRs Clear Path
to Better Parts
Don’t delay
replacement parts
or refunds by filing
puny PQDRs!

sl ice!

The clearer the
path, the faster the
system works.

Whenever you get a bad part, you want
a replacement, fast! But as fast as you
want that new part, your unit wants to be
reimbursed for the bum one.
The best way to fix both problems is to
submit an SF 368, Product Quality Deficiency
Report (PQDR). You should file a PQDR for
every malfunctioning or defective item, part
or tool you find. From aircraft to vise grips,
no item is too big or small for a PQDR.
Any item that
does not meet
the “form, fit, or
function” criteria
is a candidate
for a PQDR.

PS 770

We know it’s a hassle to
fill out forms when you
already have limited time
and lots of work on
your plate. But this is

important!
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Now that you know
what to do, here’s
where to do it.

With PQDRs, problems
are resolved through
the parts replacement
or reimbursement
processes and your unit
isn’t throwing money
down the drain.

File PQDRs through the Product Data Reporting
and Evaluation Program (PDREP). Access PDREP at:

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/

Plus, PQDRs help
item managers spot
fault patterns so they
can investigate any
manufacturing issues.

First-time PDREP
users need to
submit a user
access request.

Reporting items that fail to meet
quality standards helps reduce the
amount of defective materiel sent out.
That saves money and maybe even lives.

Under the PDREP
Access tab on the
left side of the
page, click on
User Access Request
and follow the
instructions.

PQDRs are the best way to alert the Army about defective products,
unless your report itself is deficient. if you don’t give enough info to
investigators, your PQDR might not go anywhere or solve anything.
incomplete

PQDR s may

How well you fill
out a PQDR has a
lot to do with how
quickly a refund
or replacement
happens.

mean:

•

•

It’s All
in the
Details

PS 770
770 20-21.indd 1-2

Submit all Army PQDRs at https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/

• preventable

defects
happen
again
your unit
doesn’t get
credit or
replacement
of defective
items
critical
materiel
fails after
installation.

Be sure you include the following
details in your PQDR…

Make sure your own
contact info is current
and accurate, too.

•
•
•
•
•

That way, investigators
can contact you if they
need more info,
like photos.
if they can’t find you,
the investigation
might stall.

NSN of defective item
original unit requisition number
contract number
supplier name
complete narrative of problem.
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You’ll find instructions,
guides and manuals under the
PDREP References tab on the
left side of the main page.

Click on Guides and Manuals.
Choose the “Originator
Instructions” PDF for a
step-by-step tutorial.

Check out
the other
guides
there, too.

For help with PDREP or filing PQDRs,
contact customer support at
DSN 684-1690, (207) 438-1690,
or email:

webptsmh@navy.mil

PS 770
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When PQDRs Don’t Apply

PQDRs
do not
apply in the
following
situations…

• Failure due to improper or inadequate
maintenance or operation
• Failure within reasonable range of life expectancy
with normal use
• Receipt of incorrect material or non-receipt,
shortages/overages, and discrepancies in
preservation, packing or marking (SF 364, Supply
Discrepancy Report [SDR] applies). For a how-to on
filing SDRs, see Pages 16-17
• Transportation discrepancies (DD Form 361,
Transportation Discrepancy Report, applies)
• Deficiencies in Foreign Military Sales (FMS) under
the Security Assistance Program (SDR applies)
• Subsistence material deficiencies (DD Form 1608,
Unsatisfactory Material Report, applies)
• Medical materiel deficiencies (SF-380, Reporting
and Processing Medical Materiel Complaints/
Quality Improvement Report, applies)
• Malfunctions with ammunition or explosives
(DA Form 4379, Ammunition Malfunction
Report, or DA Form 4379-1, Missile and Rocket
Malfunction Report, applies.) For more info, see
AR 75-1, Malfunctions Involving Ammunition and
Explosives (Dec 12). Search for the pub at:

http://www.apd.army.mil/

There’s no
monetary
reward for
turning in a
PQDR…

…but you
can take
pride in
the fact
you’re
being a
good
steward
of
taxpayer
dollars.
Plus,
reporting
defects
may even
prevent
an
accident
and save
someone
from
injury.

Training…

COMET is Here
to Assist YOU!
The US Army Forces (FORSCOM) Command Maintenance
Evaluation Training (COMET) teams can help FORSCOM units
achieve and sustain logistics readiness.

COMET teams have shared their knowledge over the years
with many articles in PS Magazine.
COMET
teams train
and assist
units in the
following
areas…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PMCS
Maintenance management
Shop operations
SAMS-E
Master driver training
PBUSE
Property accountability
Supply management
Supply support activity
operations
Publications
Unit movement
GCSS-Army Wave II
conversion
Command Supply
Discipline Program
Command Maintenance
Discipline Program

Active
Army

COMET
teams are
located
at these

Forts:
Stewart,
Campbell,
Hood, Carson,
Riley, Polk,
Bliss, and
Irwin
as well as
Aberdeen
Proving Ground
and Joint Base
Lewis-McChord.

The COMET teams also
For more information, contact Valerie Webster
travel to and support
at DSN 670-6428, (910) 570-6428, or email:
other FORSCOM locations.
valerie.l.webster2.ctr@mail.mil

PS 770
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Need Help?
Help?
Need
Look to
to Your
Your LAR!
LAR!
Look

Logistics
Assistance…

can we
Get sOme
hanDs-On
training
for that?

• Ground Missile Systems
• Air Defense Systems
• Heavy Attack Aircraft
(Apache AH-64A/D/E) – Airframe
• Heavy Attack Aircraft
(Apache AH-64A/D/E) – Electronics
• Light Attack Aircraft
• Utility Aircraft
• Medium Aircraft
• Cargo Aircraft - Electronics
(CH/UH/MH)
• Multiple Aviation Systems – Airframe
• Multiple Aviation Systems –Electronics
• Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(Gray Eagle, Shadow)

what DO we
do with This
equipment?

Equipment got you down?
The US Army Materiel Command’s (AMC)
Logistics Assistance Program (LAP) can
help with logistics-related problems
that affect unit and materiel readiness.

LARs offer
commanders
and Soldiers
technical
guidance
to resolve
weapon
systems,
equipment,
logistics
and training
issues.

They also assist
commanders in solving
readiness issues at
unit level, as well as
elevating problems
that can’t be solved at
unit level, as covered
by AR 700-4, Logistics
Assistance (May 13).
Search for it at:

http: //www.apd.army.mil/
The LARs are AMC’s “faces
to the field” and can help
you meet a wide range of
Army equipment readiness
requirements.
if you shoot it, wear it,
communicate with it, drive
it or fly it, then a LAR can
help you with it.

They are highly
trained experts and
cover 26 specialty
skill sets…

PS 770
770 24-25.indd 1-2
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• Readiness Logistics Management
Specialist (LMS)
• Supply LMS

AMCOM LCMC

Can yOu find us an
alternate SouRCe of
SuPply for this iteM?

The LAP includes Logistics Assistance
Representatives (LARs) who are logistics
and equipment subject matter experts.

LAR Skill Sets by Command
Army Sustainment Command

JAN 17

•
•
•
•
•
•

CECOM LCMC

Information Technology Switching (IT-SW)
Information Technology Radio (IT-Radio)
Power & Environmental (P&E)
SENSOR
AVIONICS
Logistics Information Technology
(LOG-IT)

TACOM LCMC

•
•
•
•

Tactical Automotive (AUTO-TACT)
Combat Automotive (AUTO-CBT)
Engineer Automotive (AUTO-ENGR)
Armaments-Armor/Fire Control
(ARMT-AR/FC)
• Armaments Artillery/Small Arms
(ARMT-ARTY/SA)
• Armaments Aircraft (ARMT-ACFT)
• Soldier, Biological, Chemical (SBC)

Joint Munitions Command

• Ammunition

AMC’s face to the field includes seven
Army Field Support Brigades (AFSBs) around
the world, so whether you’re in CONUS or
OCONUS, there’s an AFSB that’s close!

AFSB
401st AFSB

Call your nearest AFSB,
tell them what you need and
they’ll direct you to the LAR
who can best assist you.

Coverage Area
Afghanistan, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar

402nd AFSB Alaska and Hawaii
403rd AFSB

Japan, Korea, Kwajalein, Okinawa

404th AFSB

407th AFSB

AZ, CA, Guam, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR,
UT, WA
Belgium, Bosnia, Britain, Germany, Italy,
Kosovo, Luxembourg, Macedonia
AL, CT, DE, FL, Forces Command
(FORSCOM),GA, IL, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD,
ME, MI, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI
SC, TN, VA, VT, WI, WV
AR, CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, ND, NE, OK, SD,
TX, WY

ASC

Worldwide

405th AFSB
406th AFSB

Phone
DSN (318) 430-5469
DSN (315) 438-1696
Comm (808) 438-1696
DSN (315) 763-4274
Comm (011) 82-53470-4274
DSN (312) 357-5708/5695
Comm (253) 967-5708/5695
DSN (314) 476-2047
Comm (011) 49-9662-83-2047
DSN (312) 498-1126
Comm (910) 908-1126
DSN (312) 737-5225
Comm (254) 287-5225
DSN (312) 793-5671
Comm (309) 782-5671

11/21/16 10:29 PM

Get DLA Support
for SMS-Coded Items

Logistics
Assistance…

The Defense Logistics Agency ( DLA ) is the Department of Defense’s
logistics combat support agency, supplying all the military services.
With more Army items
shifting to sustainment,

DLA is often the source
of supply (SOs).
The sOS code for
DLA-managed items
is Sms. if you see that
code in FED LOG or
WebFLIS, you’ll need
to contact DLA directly

Example of FED LOG AMDF
result showing DLA (SMS) as
source of supply

for help with the item.
Fortunately,

DLA has Armyspecific customer
service teams
to help you. You
can contact them
using this info…

DLA Army Customer Service Teams
Unless otherwise noted,
phone prefixes are
as follows:
National account manager
National account action officer
Army readiness officer
Army readiness NCO
Customer account manager
Customer account action officer
Logistics analyst
DLA liaison to Army G4
Customer support representative
Army Forces Command
Ft Bragg, NC
Customer support representative
Army Materiel Command
Redstone Arsenal, AL
Customer support representative
Army Sustainment Command
Rock Island, IL

DSN 427-XXXX
Commercial (703)767-XXXX
2641
7501
DSN: 1359, Commercial: 1476
1120
1514
7112
DSN: 3505, Commercial: 7511
DSN 222-9826
(703) 692-9826
DSN 670-6422
(910) 570-6422
DSN 320-0396
(256) 450-0396
DSN 793-3089
(309) 782-3089

For more information, see DLA’s Warfighter webpage at:

http://www.dla.mil/CustomerSupport/
WarfighterSupport.aspx
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Subject

Issue/Pg

Subject

Aviation components move to sustainment
Electrical bonding info, definitions
Hydraulic RSUs now available
Jacks required for aircraft lifts
JTDI takes over for CAPS
Rescue hoist check for corrosion
Spot paint stripping materials

762
769
768
767
760
764
763

23
19
20
20
33
19
25

AIRCRAFT GRD SPT EQUIPMENT (AGSE)
ALUMMC parts cart being fielded
AMTRACKS--Safety/maint msg compliance
DAWS--Some DAWS unauthorized
Jack maintenance, rebuild
Nitrogen cylinder color (744-14)
Tool kits and sets listing
UMARK--Components NSN list

763
762
759
760
759
765
758

23
22
48
27
49
16
21

769
768
760
764
765
764

23
24
31
23
61
25

759
768
759
764
759
765
767
762
761
768
765
764
767

56
23
50
21
52
19
26
25
23
22
19
21
24

Swashplate assembly nuts
Hardware removal with penetrating fluid

PS 770

2016 Index.indd 27

762 21

AIRCRAFT, UAV
MQ-1 Gray Eagle--Brake rotor, safety wire...
Raven--Keep UAVs apart, avoid jamming...
Shadow--Exercise, tape on power cable
Shadow--Landing gear bucket, O-ring...
Shadow--Training, ground support, tools...

766
764
764
769
766

24
26
24
25
22

762
761
759
765
760
759
765
768
766
760
767
759
764
761
766

26
24
61
60
33
50
20
26
60
32
60
51
22
23
60

AIRCRAFT, UH-60, BLACK HAWK
APU vent screens a no-step area
Blade pole holder blueprints
Cabin sound proofing material NSNs
Castellated nut substitute NSN
Combustion chamber liner, anti-icing valve turn-in
Hardware, use what the TM says
Hoist hook component check
IBF-configured APUs needed for turn-in
Modulating valve turn-in
Propulsion shaft turn-in needed
Propulsion shaft turn-in needed
Repair parts needed for turn-in
Stabilator amplifier, single box replaces dual
Stabilator cover for safety
Swashplate control turn-in

759 53
765 61
761 26

RT-5000 radio, check PN

762 24

AMMUNITION
Blown Apart by Wax!
CCMCK dangers
M855A1--Not for shoot house training

AIRCRAFT, HH-60M, BLACK HAWK
APU vent screens a no-step area
Blade pole holder blueprints

766 26

AIRCRAFT, UH-72A, LAKOTA

AIRCRAFT, CH-47D/F, CHINOOK
Covers, regular and alternate
ICU software different than Black Hawk
Rotor blade paint NSNs

33
60
60
57
20
61
61
32
51
24
60

AIRCRAFT, OH-58D, KIOWA

AIRCRAFT, AH-64, APACHE
Catwalk door wind damage
Forward and aft ball bearing units
Hardware, use what the TM says
Main rotor blade turn-in
Panel repair, NSNs
PQDR submission guidelines
Pressure tester replacement available
Quadrant control assembly mounting bracket
Stabilator cover for safety
Tail rotor blade ordering
TM 1-1520-264-23 (EM 0319) updated
Unserviceable parts list for turn-in
Wiring and fuel line chafing

760
769
769
759
765
765
767
760
759
765
766

AIRCRAFT, OH-58, KIOWA

AIRCRAFT LIFE SPT EQUIPMENT (ALSE)
AEBP--Repair needs disposition instructions
Air Warrior equipment list for Reset
ALSE questions, answers
JSVPLR life raft turn-in help
MCU--Parts list update (740-25)
PRT snap hook ejector check

Issue/Pg

Combustion chamber liner, anti-icing valve turn-in
ESIS computer turn-in needed
ESIS display turn-in needed
Fuel cell liner tape NSN
Hoist hook component check
ICU software different than Chinook
MEDEVAC news, discussion forums
Propulsion shaft turn-in needed
Repair parts needed for turn-in
Rotor blade clamp installation
Swashplate control turn-in

AIRCRAFT, GENERAL

762 26
761 24

27

758 62
759 36
766 42
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Subject

Issue/Pg

Subject

ANTENNA, AS-3900
Gasket still required
Supply issue POC

767 49
758 61

ANTENNA, OE-254
Silicone compound storage

761 53

ANTENNAS, GENERAL
Vehicle tie-down safety

761 14

ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER, M9
Blade lock pin, retaining clip NSNs
Blade lock pin, retaining clip NSNs
Hydraulic parts kit NSN

758 16
759 21
759 21

ARMORED SECURITY VEHICLE, M1117
Windshield washer pump NSN

Driver’s hatch latch safety pin
Exhaust manifold rust prevention
Prop shaft bolt alignment marks
Ramp PM tips

769 61
769 52
766 56

BACK COVER
Best Place to Find PS?
Big Clang Theory!
Blown Apart by Wax!
Contact Lenses in the Field Are No Go!
Don’t Guess When Reading Oil Levels!
Do You Know What Happened to that Tool?
Keying Is the Key!
Pub Got It Wrong? Help Make It Right!
Smart Maintenance: Follow the TM
Use Your TM!
When It’s Time to Do PM...
Would You Stake Your Life Right Now...

764
760
758
762
768
767
761
759
765
766
769
763

62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62

CBRN-IRC email address updated
Dosimeter badge care
Equipment codes explained
M4 JCAD--Reset after sieve pack change
Signs not needed if radioactive material gone
Black socks allowed with fitness uniforms
JSLIST--Fitting, sizes, order of assembly

PS 770

2016 Index.indd 28-29

761 61
762 44

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIP (CCE)
Grease fitting protective caps
Parts help from CAT
CAISI 2.0 parts and support
Fan pulley lube fitting
Steering system articulation danger

761 11
768 01

768 17
763 13
763 48

769 47
758
761
766
761

40
39
39
40

763 11
760 21

COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
EMS NG error codes
EWO laptops, turn in for upgrades
MSD--Docking connectors breaking
MSD--V2 vs V3

768 36

CARBINE, M4-SERIES
Ambidextrous selector switch available
Ambidextrous selector switch MIM published
Barrel gage after CCMCK firing (759-36-38)
Cleaning, BUIS, cleaning rod, buttstock lock...

61
44
46
43
44

CLOTHING, PROTECTIVE

BATTERY, RECHARGEABLE
BB-2590--Charger software updates

764
759
763
767
767

CLOTHING

BATTERY, NONRECHARGEABLE
Expiration date, storage, damage...

04
03
07
04

COMPACTOR, 815F

BATTERY, LITHIUM
Lithium vs alkaline batteries

769
759
762
767

CBRN EQUIPMENT

766 03

BATTERY, LEAD-ACID
Distilled water NSN

36
39
37
45
40
40
49
41
43
40
38

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

BATTERY, HAWKER
Trick for charging dead batteries

762
759
765
759
769
759
768
762
769
763
767

CARRIER, PERSONNEL, M113 FOV

AWARDS
2016 LEA winners
AAME history, submission guidelines

Issue/Pg

Clearing procedure TM/FM disagreement
Clearing procedure explained
Firing pin not a cleaning tool
Grips and buttstocks authorized
M12 rack mod needed to secure M4
Mounting rail secure, loose barrel
Sling choices
Sling, only one needed per weapon
Special tools found in TM 9-1005-319-23&P
SPORTS acronym for firing stoppage
Stuck round procedure step-by-step

766
760
765
758

55
52
52
56

768 60
764 48

CONTAINER HANDLER, ROUGH TERRAIN (RTCH)
Hydraulic hose fitting NSN

28

765 60
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Issue/Pg

CONTAINERIZED KITCHEN
Oven blower motor NSN
WH-400--Safety and restricted lockout fix

Subject
Junctional tourniquet NSN

761 45

5K LCRTF--Fork pin takes dry film lubricant 766
6K VRRT--Steering cylinder correction (757-13) 761
ATLAS--Fuel pressure sender banjo bolt NSN 760
ATLAS II--Auto-level controller NSN
769
ATLAS II--TMs revised
769

764 58
766 53

CONTINUITY
65 Great Years!
Accidental Martian
Duel at Dessau
Not a Second Thought
Old Nat’s Cannon (A Burst of PM)
PM Force Awakens
PM Royale
Supply Diaries
Untold Tale of Teddy and the Rough Riders
World of Jurassic PM

763
764
766
767
759
768
761
762
769
765

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

764 42
766 44

DA Form 2028--Where to send
5-60-kW AMMPS--Fuel sensor replacement
15-kW--Diode replacement
15-kW--Voltage regulator TM corrections
30-kW--Fuel filter seal kit NSN
35-kW GET--Circuit breakers, oil check...

65 Great Years!
Bad URL’s Like a Bad Smell
Don’t Overlook BII, COEI
Don’t Spin Our Wheels!
Do Your Best! Don’t Give TMs a Rest
Got Maintenance Procedure Problems?
Just Any Battery Won’t Do!
Long, Hot Summer
PM’s Not a Back Burner Issue
PS Has Your Back!
Read ‘Em and Heed ‘Em

763
765
762
759
769
767
768
764
766
761
758

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

5-60-kW AMMPS--Fuel sensor replacement
10-kW AMMPS--Overspeed shutdown fault
MEP-803A 10-kW--Door handle NSN
COMSEC keying vital
DAGR--CECOM now supports
DAGR--Software update instructions

767 61

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Bottle turn-in safety

PS 770

761 49
758 18
766 47

120M--Blade cutting edge minimum
120M--Cab air filter cleaning
120M--Circle drive breather valve clogging
120M--Circle drive lube
120M--Drawbar assembly wear strip shims
120M--EMS fault alarm repositioned
120M--Inching pedal not a foot rest
120M--Input lockout switch NSN
120M--Moldboard lower wear strip cracking
120M--Rear composite light NSN
120M--Scarifier shank stowage location
120M--Service interval correction
120M--Tire tread not directional
120M--Transmission oil level check

768
766
763
762
760
760
766
766
759
768
759
759
761
764

18
19
10
17
25
24
20
61
24
61
22
23
19
15

GRENADE LAUNCHER, M320
Day/night sight no longer COEI
Finger position on grip

FED LOG
Disc disposal address

767 48
762 48
762 51

GRADERS

Grounding and bonding pamphlet
765 61
Lead-free solder not allowed in Army equipment 760 48
759 26

48
38
60
60
40

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

ELECTRICAL, GENERAL

EXCAVATOR, HYEX

767
768
769
759
768

GENERATORS, SMALL

767 43

EDITORIAL

759 62

GENERATORS, LARGE

DETECTOR, CHEMICAL
M4 JCAD--Reset after sieve pack change

18
61
23
61
61

FORMS, GENERAL

DECON
M26--Data plate fading
M26--Wand damage prevention

766 51

FORKLIFTS

CONTAINERS
ISO--Twist locks required for security
MEL guidance, POC

Issue/Pg

FIRST AID KITS
765 60

CONTAINERIZED SHOWER

Swing bearing ring gear lubing

COMSEC EQUIPMENT
KGV-72--Direct exchange request POC
KIV-7M--Battery replacement instructions

Subject

765 60
760 42

GUN, MACHINE
M2--Locking plate for securing weapons
M2--Stuck bolt tool

769 58

29

762 43
768 50
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Subject

Issue/Pg

M2, M2A1, MK 19--M3, keep til M205 arrives 768
M2A1--Barrel assembly bracket parts
769
M2A1--Barrel installation
763
M2A1--Barrel installation steps
765
M2A1--Breech lock spring pin NSN
764
M2A1--Buffer body lock staking
767
M2A1--Headspacing/timing still needed
759
M2A1--M3 recoil adapter OK, but headspace 767
M2A1--Mandatory replacement parts no more 767
M153 CROWS II--Tool kit, order the old one 758
M197--MWO needed
768
M205 Tripod--Replaces M3 tripod
760
M240--Gas regulator, tool depends on barrel 765
M240, M249--Barrel ID tagging
763
M240, M249--Gas system pocket cleaning tool 759
M240, M249--Gas system pocket cleaning tool 760
M240B/L, M249--Camoflage painting
760
M240L--Short barrel regulator correction (755-43)769
M240L--Short barrel regulator NSN
766
M249--Front/rear sling kit fix
767
M249--Gas piston roll pin check
758
M249--Short barrel washer NSN
769
MK 19--Bolt, backplate NSNs corrected
762
MK 19--Clearing procedures
766
MK 19--Semiannual maintenance change
761

52
42
38
36
39
40
41
41
41
43
52
43
38
39
38
40
39
61
37
36
42
43
41
38
42

Subject

A3--Breech straight pin, fire control battery
A3--Cable check, sled, tarp, GPS cable...
A3--Connector caps, M2 storage, batteries...
Optical fire control elevation vials
EPIAFS, don’t hot swap the PIK
Optical fire control elevation vials
Primer extraction/removal tools

LASER RANGEFINDER
AN/PED-5--I/O interface connector cable
Demil list of lasers and sensors
Digging tips, backfilling, bucket swinging
Front bucket cylinder hose NSNs
Fuel pump solenoid to prime turbocharger
Seat adjustment knobs
Slope operation, cautions
Transmission lubricant types, NSNs
Turn signal mount reinforcement
Wheel nuts, mark for easy movement check

766 60
759 60
764 11
761 59

924G, 966H--Light switch NSN (752-9)
924H--Air precleaner parts available
924H--Camera cable NSN
924H--Rear composite light NSN
M400T--Auger component NSNs
M400W--Cab door switch NSN
M400W--Solid tire NSNs

767 52

766
759
764
768

61
25
61
61

766 17
764
765
758
759
765

760 23
760 23
767 60

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

HOWITZER, SP, M109A6 PALADIN

2016 Index.indd 30-31

18
61
16
20
17
12
22
17

LOADER, SKID-STEER, BOBCAT
765 18

HIGH MOBILITY MATERIAL HANDLER (HMMH)

PS 770

759
764
764
759
759
763
760
764

LOADER, SCOOP-TYPE

HELMETS, GROUND

Master power, shut off to save batteries
Breech takes light lubing
Cannon tube cleaning, inspection
EPIAFS, don’t hot swap the PIK
Gun muzzle cover

758 43
764 40

LOADER, BACKHOE (BHL)

HELMETS, AVIATION

Tire replacement

759 09
758 03
759 07

Lifting, TAS interface cable, second chance adapter 758 37
PMCS, charging, lenses, cracks, TU coupling clamp... 768 44

FOSH--Types, operation, carbon monoxide... 758 46

Mount hardware for AN/PVS-7, -14

08
04
08
03

IMPROVED TARGET ACQUISITION SYSTEM (ITAS)

HEATER, SPACE

IHADSS--Parts turn-in for repair

767
758
761
758

HOWITZER, TOWED, M777A2

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & WASTE (HAZMAT)
Absorbent compound for spills
Fuel containment berm NSNs
Solvent cleaning

759 07
765 04
760 07

HOWITZER, TOWED, M119-SERIES

HARDWARE
Shipping bag NSNs

Issue/Pg

Primer extraction/removal tools
Recuperator gasket damage
Segment board cleaning

09
06
07
09
03

30

FSC2 added to MMDF
GCSS-Army--Lockout solutions
GCSS-Army--Supply request rejections
GCSS-Army--Training info
Key security part of property accountability
NTC DODAAC needed for Guard/Reserve
PBUSE user role/permission verification

765
761
758
768
760
768
760

56
58
59
54
59
57
56

JAN 17

Subject

Issue/Pg

Subject

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
DOD EMALL--Check IE settings
MSD--Help desk contact
MSD--V2 vs V3
PBUSE--Correcting MSD entries
PQDR website

759
761
758
758
760

61
61
56
54
58

M2, M2A1, MK 19--M3, keep til M205 arrives 768
M66--Canvas cover NSN
765
M66--TM for maintenance and repair
760
M153 CROWS II--Protective caps needed
762
M153 CROWS II--Tool kit, order the old one 758
M205 Tripod--Replaces M3 tripod
760
MK 93--Replaces the MK 64
759

759 14
761 20
760 01

C2A1 canisters, bad lots
766
M40-, M42-Series--Outsert use, installation 765
M40-, M42-Series--Storage, outserts, carrier... 763
M50, M51--PATS adapter, velcro, filter...
765
M50, M51--Nosecup retaining ring missing 760
M50, M51--TM not needed for every mask
760
M50, M51, M53--Amplifier, remove before wash 759

43
39
44
40
45
46
43

AN/PSQ-20, -20A--Turn in for repair
766
AN/PVS-7, -14--Helmet mount hardware
767
AN/PVS-14--Services, storage case, battery... 762
AN/PVS-14--Tube retainer ring spanner wrench 768
Army pubs only from official sources
767
TS-4348/UV--NSN and TM instructions
767
WPM insect protection

769 14
767 16
769 13

PAVING MACHINE

758 39

PISTOLS

42
43
36
37

MISSILE, PATRIOT
AN/MPQ-65--Semiannual adjustment list
Outrigger lubing

764 41
766 36

MISSILES, GENERAL
FIREIT reporting system

Single Common Powertrain Lubricant (SCPL) 768 11

POWER SUPPLY
UPS battery backup PM
Back issue guidance
Improve maintenance with PS
PS Mag Live
PS Mag Live
Search engine instructions
Soldier kudos for 65th anniversary
Soldier service program, article submission
Videos for PS mobile app

PS 770

766
759
759
768
762
763
763
766

54
58
59
59
55
60
54
60

760
767
765
763

57
60
57
57

PUBLICATIONS
ADP/ADRPs changing over to ePubs format
Aircraft painting, marking TM replaced
APD website makeover
AR 25-12 revised

MORTARS
MFCS--Turn in all components

769 49

PS MAGAZINE

MLRS
06
39
36
08
60
15
12

760 36
758 41
762 42

POL

768 48

Cab elevation tips
767
GPS antenna ordering information
761
Launcher exercise, prop shaft bolt safety wire... 769
Second generator relay box welds
764
Speedometer NSN
765
Track tension how-to
763
Unserviceable equipment turn-in list
760

763 09
762 19
762 18

M9--Cracks, magazine, trigger bar, rail...
M9--MWO to fix slide
M11--Breechblock pin installation

MISSILE, JAVELIN
763
768
758
766

764 53

8816M BMPM--Air filter cleaning
8816M BMPM--Conveyor grease fittings
8816M BMPM--Start up procedures

MISSILE, HIMARS

CLU cleaning, caps, case
CLU purging
Monthly maintenance and training needed
Shipping instructions

50
52
50
39
54
47

PACKAGING

MINE CLEARING EQUIPMENT

Dirt deflector improved

52
38
43
03
43
43
42

NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT

MASK, PROTECTIVE

Husky--Battery islolator switch
Husky--Front and rear frame, order by SN
Husky--Ink reservoir freeze caution

767 42
760 41

MOUNT, WEAPONS

MAINTENANCE, GENERAL
LAR, how to contact
LARs are here to help
Maintenance Haulin’

Issue/Pg

M326 MSK--Gear box disengage lever
M326 MSK--Keep covered with tarp

760 41
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Subject
AR 700-80 revised
AR 700-141 updated
AR 700-145 updated
ATP 4-43 updated
ATP 6-02.75 published
DA Pam 25-30 available
DA Pam 385-24 revised
DA Pam 385-63 for range safety
DA Pam 708-2 revised
DA Pam 708-3 revised
DA Pam 735-5 revised
DLA customer assistance handbook
DLA eDocs system moves
EIR Digest returns
EMS Insider newsletter
EMS NG customer support
EOPDB tailored pubs list
Publication status checker
Safety newsletters, reports subscriptions
SB 700-20 found in LIW
SOP exchange library
TC 21-305-20 revised

Issue/Pg
765
765
767
763
765
769
763
768
765
763
767
766
766
765
766
769
764
768
767
767
762
767

57
59
59
59
59
61
59
60
59
57
59
61
56
55
59
57
60
60
61
58
61
57

Subject

765 61
764 56

Sentinel--Voltage danger, dummy load, brake... 761 36

Non-lethal capability set PM tips

AN/PDR-75A--Dosimeter changes from -75 767 45
AN/VDR-2--Batteries, storage, beta shield... 769 44

CS-563D--8-ply tires on 12-ply assembly
CS-563D--Hydraulic system hose assembly
Contact Lenses in the Field Are No Go!
Hand sanitizer NSN
Newsletters, reports subscriptions
Safety board less costly (750-50-51)
Safety paint NSN
Solvent cleaning
Vehicle mounting safety

764 40

M68 CCO--Battery cap O-ring lubing
M145--Turn in excess for demil
M151--Spotting scope upgraded
M320/A1 grenade launcher sight not COEI

761
759
769
765

43
42
39
60

SLAVE CABLE, NATO
760
765
765
767
762
765

49
46
61
60
52
60

Extension adapter NSN

760 10

SMALL ARMS
CCMCK dangers
759
DA Form 2404, PMCS for each weapon
762
Humidifier for arms room
764
M16 BUIS, M2 extractor switch, M26 safety... 763
Range supplies
762
Security rules, regulations
766
SFL pen for touchup
760
Unauthorized mods illegal and dangerous
764

761 51

Ambidextrous selector switch available
758 40
Ambidextrous selector switch MIM published 761 39
Barrel gage after CCMCK firing (759-36-38) 766 39

2016 Index.indd 32-33

762 49

SIGHTS & SCOPES

RIFLE, M16-SERIES

PS 770

62
61
61
46
61
59
60

SENSORS

REELING EQUIPMENT
RL-309--Intro, tips, repair parts

762
766
767
759
766
761
760

SATELLITE COMMO TERMINAL

759 61
765 48

RADIO SET, SINCGARS
AN/GRM-122--RT-1796/1694D test cable
Installation kits stay with vehicle
Installation kits, turn in unserviceables
MT-6352/A not repairable
RT-1523E/F--Knobs, P1 connector, pins...
RT-1523F--Mount NSN

761 21
769 60

SAFETY

RADIO SET, GENERAL
AN/ARC-220--LCD panel cover NSN
TACSAT, Handheld radio NSNs, TMs

761 46

Demil list of lasers and sensors

RADIAC EQUIPMENT

40
36
39
40
40
49
41
43
40
38

ROLLER, VIBRATORY

AN/TSC-154A--KGV-310B battery life

RADARS

761
762
759
769
759
768
762
769
763
767

RIOT CONTROL

PUMPS
125-GPM Water--Filter warning indicator
Fuel and water pump NSNs

Issue/Pg

Cleaning, BUIS, cleaning rod, buttstock lock...
Clearing procedure TM/FM disagreement
Clearing procedure explained
M12 rack mod needed to secure M16A4
Mounting rail secure, loose barrel
Sling choices
Sling, only one needed per weapon
Special tools found in TM 9-1005-319-23&P
SPORTS acronym for firing stoppage
Stuck round procedure step-by-step

36
40
36
36
38
40
42
38

SMALL EMPLACEMENT EXCAVATOR (SEE)
Tire replacement

32

Subject

SUPPLY, GENERAL
CECOM supply requisition cancellations
DLA Disposition Services
DOD EMALL--Check IE settings
PBUSE user role/permission verification
RFID tag NSNs
Shelf-life workshop from PSCC

60
56
61
56
58
58

764
768
762
763
764
762
769
762
766
759
763
764
760
763
767
758

04
03
04
19
05
06
03
03
04
06
21
03
08
20
03
08

AN/GRM-122--Component list
767
AN/GRM-122--Parts needed for turn-in
764
AN/PRM-36--Battery replacement
764
TMDE--Calibration schedule, pickup, help
758
TS-3920C--Calibration help correction (752-60) 761

50
50
47
44
61

TANK, M1-SERIES
Air induction system, don’t block with gear
Air induction system PM
Engine oil classes
FBCB2 CPU latch security
Fuel cells, don’t overfill
Heat deflector needed for towing
M1A1 SA--FBCB2 CPU latch tie-down
M1A2 SEP--CROWS control damage
M1A2 SEP--Slave start procedures
Main hydraulic pump mounting stud damage
Muzzle plug keeps water out
Recoil fluid residue sponge
Service brake linkage cotter pin damage
Sprockets, reverse when wear marks reached
TDV inlet strainer screen check
Track tension adjustments

Subject

M870A1--Spare tire positioning
M967A1, M969A1/A2--Wheel assy (753-15)
M969A3--Engine alternator belt NSN
M1000--Bogie locknuts snag drain valve
Transport load height restrictions

TIRES
766 12

TOOLS
Brass fittings kit NSN
Numbered security seal NSNs
SATS--Blue light bulb NSN
SATS--Ramp non-skid strips, landing legs...

763
760
769
764

43
46
45
43

TRACTOR, D6K
Blade mounting hole cracks

761 18

TRACTOR, D7E/F/G/R
Engine compartment light can drain battery
Hydraulic reservoir, don’t open when hot

767 17
768 16

TRAILERS
M1082, M1095--Tire and wheel assembly

PS 770

759 61

769
758
759
762
765

13
61
61
12
11

91B wheeled vehicle mechanic training
760
AAAC certification renewal
766
CASCOM sustainment unit one stop (SUOS) 759
Central Army Registry (CAR) website
763
Customer Assistance Team (CAT)
762
DAC mobile apps
761
Digital Job Book for tracking training
768
Driver’s training records transfer
769
Driver’s training toolbox
762
Driver’s training website, training circulars
767
GCSS-Army training
768
Petroleum & Water Knowledge Portal (PWKP) 761
Serial number tracking
762
Warfighter training support packages (WTSP) 758

55
58
61
58
61
56
55
55
58
56
54
55
60
53

TRAINING

TRANSPORTATION
M105 HIPPO--Ship empty
RFID tag NSNs
Secondary cargo load planning

TEST EQUIPMENT

Tire and wheel assembly NSN list

Issue/Pg

TRAILERS, SEMI
759
763
759
760
758
765

766 17
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Issue/Pg

761 12
758 58
758 11

TRUCK, 1 1/4-TON, HMMWV
Ballistic glass delamination guidance
762
Fuel injector pump fouling from bad fuel
763
Fuel pumps upgraded
760
Fuel tank drain plug leaks
769
Geared hub plug correction (756-13)
761
Glow plug wait light
759
Glow plug warning label NSN
766
M1151-, M1165-Series--Oil cooler leak
767
Serpentine belt squeak
762
TACOM equipment specialist email address 759
TCM water damage from snow melt
769
Tow pintle lube points
763
Up-armored--Power steering check
761
Up-armored--Tow bar and bracket NSNs
766
Up-armored--Windshield, door glass NSNs 760
Up-armored--Windshield washer nozzle, bracket 759
TRUCK, FMTV
A1P1--A/C vent louvers
763
A1P2--EHPU breather cap
762
Air springs, keep inflated
762
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Subject

Issue/Pg

C7 engine fuel/water separator bracket
Headlight dimming cause
Headlight, turn signal grounding fix
M1083, M1093--Troop seat retractor hooks
M1089A1P2--Crane hydraulic swivel joint
M1157A1P2--Seat belt caught in door frame
Transfer case NSN
Voltage regulator cause of generator problems
WTEC II to III transmission upgrade kit

769
768
763
767
768
767
765
769
759

61
14
07
12
61
13
61
11
12

759
764
769
765
764

12
12
15
60
13

766
766
759
764

60
60
11
61

TRUCK, HEMTT
Dash pin pulling tool
LHS--E-CHU front slider bed pad fix
M978--Emergency fuel shutoff cable freeze
M984A4--ECM NSN added
Transfer case oil switch to 15W40

Subject
Ramp and ramp door seal check
Track tension how-to
Unserviceable equipment turn-in list
M1235A5--BEATS gunner seat NSN
MaxxPro--Door seal NSN
RG31--TES-295 transmission fluid NSNs
RG31 FOV--Self-recovery winch eliminated
A2--Generator power cable rub
Roadwheel nuts, check for looseness
Spade lockpin cleaning, lubing

12
60
13
13
13

761
760
764
758
765

14
16
11
11
11

TRUCKS, GENERAL
Antenna tie-down safety
Blue force tracker transceiver water damage
Fuel containment berm NSNs
Secondary cargo load planning
Transport load height restrictions

PS 770
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767
769
765
769
760
766
765

05
06
07
07
11
09
07

767
763
766
761
761
769
761
764
765
758
766
765
762
762
766

07
18
06
03
04
09
05
07
08
09
08
42
46
08
07

VEHICLES, COMBAT
BII and COEI, keep handy for NTC rotation
Surplus vehicles for hard targets

769 08
764 61

VEHICLES, GENERAL
Chock block NSNs

762 15

WATERCRAFT
I&CLT--BII gauge NSN
I&CLT--BII nozzle NSN
I&CLT--Directional control linear valve NSN
I&CLT--Gun mount and cover added to AAL

VEHICLE, FIGHTING, M2/M3 BRADLEY
Battery drain fix
Commander’s hatch cover latch lube
Fuel lever, leave out at shutdown
Fuel shutoff valves
M51 mask quick-disconnect
M242 cover NSN
Radiator cap seal check

761 06
764 06
769 05

AFES fire bottles change to steel
Air intake, keep cover to keep out water
CTIS settings to prevent tire damage
Double V-hull--Oil drain pan leaks
Emergency fuel shutoff panel damage
Engine shutdown procedure
Fuel pump leaks
GRS harness, disconnect before dismounting
Hull, drain to prevent component damage
Hull drain plugs, use antiseize compound
M1132, XM1257--Trailer brake check
M1135 NBCRV--3 point contact, hub oil...
M1135 NBCRV--CBMS II PM tips
Parking brake instructions
Shifting to prevent transfer case damage

760 17
763 05
764
766
764
762
764

61
06
60
14

VEHICLE, STRYKER

TRUCK, PALLETIZED LOADING (PLS)
E-CHU--Front slider bed pad fix
M6 dump body tarp NSN
M1074--Manifold solenoid NSN
M1074/A1, M1075/A1--Fuel/water separator
Transfer case oil switch to 15W40

767
763
759
767

VEHICLE, RECOVERY, M88-SERIES

TRUCK, M1070 HET
A1--Prop shaft TM mixup
GPFU air duct hose assembly parts

759 04
763 15
760 12

VEHICLE, MRAP

TRUCK, M915-SERIES
M915A3--Air system valve NSN
M915A3--Door seal NSN
M915A3--Main prop shaft retaining strap, bolts
M915A5--VORAD sensor, bracket NSNs

Issue/Pg

767
767
767
767

18
18
18
18

WATER PURIFICATION
Purification tablets
764 61
TWPS--High pressure air tank expiration date 760 51

WATER SUPPLY
M105 HIPPO--IETM revised
M105 HIPPO--Ship empty

34
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TACKLING

CORROSION

BEFORE

IT STARTS!
Corrosion
hides in
places…

…so you
have to
look for it.

Everything
you need for
a successful
corrosion
program is in
this pub…

As the Army
draws down
its troop
levels and
units start
packing up
components,
parts and
equipment,
corrosion
prevention
and control
(CPC) still
remains
a vital
maintenance
function
that can save
the Army
big bucks.

AR 750-59
Corrosion
Prevention and
Control for
Army Materiel

(Mar 14).

it covers the corrosion duties
and responsibilities for AMC, the
LCMCs, and even at the unit level.
Corrosion prevention begins with the appointment of a
unit corrosion monitor, like it says in Chapter 2-9 of the AR.
Chapter 2-10 spells out the responsibilities of the corrosion monitor
and how to implement and coordinate the CPC program.
Corrosion monitors maintain
training and performance
records and check the
unit’s corrosion techniques
and procedures.

PS 770

This includes spot checks of
chemicals used, proper dilution of
cleaning compounds, and proper
application of corrosion preventive
and water displacing compounds.

35
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And remember, corrosion
prevention isn’t just something you do in garrison.
it has to be done wherever
your equipment goes. in some
cases, it may even need to be
increased, depending on the
environment.

Example of workflow procedures followed to
implement a corrosion preventive maintenance
program. Ref – TM 1-1500-344-1, CH.2

in short, make corrosion
prevention a normal part of
everyday maintenance.

Train Personnel to Detect, Identify, Clean,
Preserve, Treat & Prevent Corrosion

Corrosion damage
to Army equipment
costs money and can
wipe out budgets,
so preventing it at
garrison and in the
field is important!

(Re)Emphasize the Concept of All Hands
Responsibility for Corrosion Control
Conduct Required Maintenance Corrosion
Inspections
if you need
further assistance
with ground
equipment, reach
out to the
TACOM CPC team.
They can survey
your unit for
an effective
CPC program and
provide technical
feedback to help
you understand
corrosion while
becoming familiar
with TB 43-0213,
Corrosion
Prevention and
Control for Army
Wheeled Vehicles.

Report Any Material/Design Deficiencies
Corrosion
Damage Present?

NO

YES
Treat Corrosion Promptly After Detection
Using the Approved Materials, Equipment
& Techniques

Clean, Preserve, & Lubricate Equipment at
Prescribed Intervals
Maintain Accurate Maintenance-Records

For help, contact John Baker at
(586) 282-1781 or by email:

john.j.baker.civ@mail.mil
The go-to corrosion manual for Army
aviation is TM 1-1500-344-23 (series). For
more information, check out the AMCOM
Corrosion Program Office website at:

https: //amcomcorrosion.army.mil
Or call the Corrosion Team hotline at
(256) 313-0209 and (866) 222-2364 or
send an email to:

usarmy.redstone.rdecom-amrdec-mbx.
amcom-corrosion@mail.mil
Remember, your equipment’s operator
and maintenance manuals always take
precedence. View or download them at:

https: //logsa.army.mil/etms
You’ll also find more corrosion
prevention information at:

https: //www.corrdefense.org
The two most important factors in
preventing corrosion, and the only
ones which can be controlled by the
Soldier in the field, are…

…the
removal of
electrolyte
and…

…the
application
of protective
coatings.

Corrosion is
a battle that
never ends!

So how do
you recognize
and fight
back against
corrosion?
First, arm
yourself with
knowledge.

Check out the information on pages 40-44 of PS 750 (May 15).
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2015/750/750-40-44.pdf

770 36-37.indd 1-2
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Maintenance
Maintenance
of Low-Usage
Low-Usage
of
Equipment
Equipment

ever since
I got put on
a low-usage
maintenance
schedule, I get
to kick back
and relax!

hey! what’s the
deal? why aren’t
you getting
your PMCS?

as the Army continues to draw down
troop and equipment levels, one way
to deal with maintenance workloads
is to enter qualified equipment into a
low-usage maintenance schedule.

Enrolling equipment into
low usage maintenance
can save maintenance time
and operational funds
for the unit.

if the
equipment’s
forecasted
actual
miles/hours is
less than or
equal to the
low-use target
miles/hours,
then it qualifies
for low-use
maintenance.

if you think your
equipment may qualify
as low-usage, check out
Chapter 4-2 of
AR 750-1, Army Material
Maintenance Policy
(Sep 13), along with
the equipment’s tm for
details.

To determine if your equipment
qualifies for low-use
maintenance, calculate the
“low-usage” target mileage
and/or hours by calculating
65 percent of your unit’s
planned operational tempo
(OPTEMPO) by vehicle or
equipment category.

PS 770
770 38-39.indd 1-2

Use the
mileage
or hours
outlined in
DA Pam 750–8
if you’re
not sure
about your
OPTEMPO.

38

Take the actual miles/hours
and the forecasted
training and operational
use miles/hours for
an individual piece of
equipment. Compare that
against the low-use
target miles/hours
calculated above.

JAN 17

AR 750-1 says
AOAP testing will
not be extended,
so remember to
stay on your
normal schedule
for sampling.

Make sure you
use the actual
forecast data
since it’s the
preferred
method for
determining
low-use.

The AR and TMs are very
specific about what
equipment qualifies based
on usage, either in miles
or hours, as well as what
systems can’t be placed
into low usage.
services for equipment that you anticipate will be less than
65 percent of the forecasted annual mileage or hours of operation
may have field and sustainment services extended.

I’m wOndering
about AOAp
requirements
foR LOw-usage
equipmeNt.

The regulation and TM also have specific
maintenance criteria for equipment placed
in low-use.

However, no matter what type of equipment
(tactical or combat vehicle, generator, radio,
tent, etc.), you still have to perform
before, during, after, weekly
and monthly PMCS.
That includes driving vehicles to exercise
seals and wheels and doing all required
inspections and yearly services.

all

Quarterly, units must
validate 25 percent of
all equipment enrolled into
low-use by checking the
odometer or hour-meter.
Any equipment that exceeds
the low usage maintenance
standards will immediately
be returned back to a
normal service schedule.

Eyeball Para 4-2 of AR 750-1 for the specific details on low-usage equipment:
search fOr the pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/

PS 770
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Maintenance Management…

MTW Boosts
Unit Readiness

No unit, no
matter how welltrained, can fight
and win on the
battlefield with
poorly maintained
equipment.

At the end of
the day, all
maintenance
actions must
point to the
goal of
unit readiness.

The maintenance terrain walk (MTW) is a tool that can increase
leader understanding of maintenance and sustainment
operations and, in turn, help units reach that goal.

A typical MTW may cover
topics like…

• ongoing maintenance/safety
initiatives

Or maintenance
layout issues
such as…

• location of

• maintenance concerns and
•
•
•
•

challenges
recoverable item management
tools/special tools/TMDE status
equipment status report
(maintenance summary) review
review of oldest NMC equipment
(DA Form 5988-E).

•
•

maintenance
areas
current
facilities status
future upgrade
projects.

Resources
For more MTW examples, including SOPs,
grab your CAC and visit:

https: //www.us.army.mil/suite/files/43878943
You can also view or download an MTW video at:

https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGaNTQJ3s2Q
Table 10-1 in DA Pam 750-1, Commander’s
Maintenance Handbook (Dec 13), has a checklist for
the Command Maintenance Discipline Program (CMDP).
it’s another tool to use in prep for an MTW.
SearCH foR the pub at:

http: //www.apd.army.mil/
The MTW should be held within 90 days of a battalion commander assuming
command. it’s not an inspection, but an onsite briefing of maintenance
management and operations across the unit. That includes the motor pool,
aircraft hangar, arms and CBRN rooms, and commo shop.

Maintenance walk-through checklist
Motor Pools/Maintenance Units/
Maintenance Meetings

The MTW usually begins with
a maintenance overview brief,
followed by a terrain walk
of the maintenance areas.

❑❑How many people are authorized in your motor pool? What are your
manpower challenges in meeting mission requirements?

Key maintenance
maintenance
Key
personnel should
should
personnel
participate.
participate.

❑❑How do you feel about your unit’s readiness rates (NMC rates)? What
initiatives have you undertaken to improve readiness?

❑❑What do you think your supported organizations would say about the
quality of maintenance support your team provides?

❑❑Are leaders involved in maintenance? Are maintenance operations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

770 40-41.indd 1-2

Supply
Commo room
Arms room
Motor pool
CBRN room
Shop office
Motor pool bay

such as command maintenance, services and sustainment training
reflected on unit training schedules?
❑❑What services are you doing today? Are equipment services performed
within the specified intervals (vehicles, generators, weapons, night
vision devices, etc.)? Is equipment that misses a scheduled service put
in NMC status until the service is performed?

PS 770
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Dust Off Unserviceables and
Turn ‘Em In!
When you’ve got
an unserviceable
item, the
temptation is to
stick it someplace safe. After
all, you can
always deal with
it later, right?

Maybe it’s time
to do something
about all these
unserviceable
items!

Unfortunately,
later never
seems to come
for many of
those items.
A few
unserviceable
items quickly
grow to dozens.
Soon you’re
desperately
looking for
somewhere to
put all the
spillover.

Thing is, many of those
unserviceable items could be
repaired and put back into
the supply system!

Get that part
I need yet?

Need Help?
if you need help, contact your
local supply support activity (SSA).
That’s where you’ll be turning in
those unserviceable items.

Wow! Never
thought I’d be
able To say
this, but we’ve
got room to
spare!

Maintenance
Management…

Get to Know CMDP
Knowledge Center
The Command
Maintenance
Discipline
Program
(CMDP) went
into effect
with the
last major
revision of
DA Pam 750-1,
Commanders’
Maintenance
Handbook
(Dec 13).

Sorry. it’s still
on backorder.

Somewhere, another Soldier
may urgently need that item
to get her equipment off
deadline. But she’s
stuck waiting because the
item’s on backorder.

Why? Because it’s still tucked
away in a motor pool storage
room waiting for turn-in.

Talk about a Catch-22!
it’s up to you to break the cycle. if you’ve got unserviceable items,
take a deep breath, roll up your sleeves and dive in. Para 4-3 through 4-7
of AR 750-1, Army Maintenance Policy (Sep 13), has the word on unserviceable
reparables as well as serviceable excess. search fort the pub at:

Not sure? Check the parts TM to see
if it lists a container.

770 42-43.indd 1-2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Packaging Vital

Many items, particularly line replaceable units
(LRUs) and sub-components, arrive in special
containers that should be reused during turn-in.

Now you’ve got a single
source for learning
maintenance best practices—
the CMDP Knowledge Center.
in the center you’ll find a
CMDP overview, including:

•

http://www.apd.army.mil/
Now that you’ve made the decision to get those
unserviceables turned in, make sure they arrive
where they’re going in the best condition possible.
That means using proper packaging.

Once those items are turned
in, your only problem will be
figuring out what to do with
all that extra space!

The container ensures
the maximum serviceable
life of the item before
it’s used and protects
unserviceable items from
further damage while
they make their way
through the supply
system back to the
final repair facility.

Grab
your
CAC,

PS 770

CAC

CMDP tools
regulatory guidance
focus areas
info on the Army Award for
Maintenance Excellence
commander/unit resources
maintenance SOPs
sample materiel readiness
reports/ logistics readiness
reports
sample SAMS-E/GCSS-Army
026/Equipment Status Reports
status code cheatsheets
maintenance messages, social
networking links, training
and more.

swing by the CMDP Knowledge Center in AKO and
scoop up all the maintenance-themed goodies at:

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/693941
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Focus on
Two-Level
Maintenance

in an Army survey, more than 50
percent of Soldiers claimed to
be “very familiar” with two-level
maintenance (TLM), yet nearly the same
number didn’t understand where their
duties fit into the TLM program.
This confusion might be the result
of several things:

• The Army’s TLM messaging may have

Quick
question.
How many of
you are ‘very
familiar’ with
two-level
maintenance?

•
•
•
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Two-Level Maintenance*
FIELD
Maintenance

Operator/Crew
Can fault be detected while
performing before, during or after
operations Preventive Maintenance
Checks and Services (PMCS)?

Maintainer

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

Allocate task as operator/crew repair NO

770 44-45.indd 1-2

Does the mechanic have
test/diagnostic capability to NO
isolate failure?

Does mechanic have the
NO
tools to conduct the repair?

YES

Can task be completed without any
tools or with the tools available on
the platform?

NO

YES

YES

Can task be done without
external lift?

Can the task be completed
on or near the platform/
system?

Major structural repair
required?

YES

YES

Can fault be isolated to a single
component utilizing operator
technical manual (TM), embedded
diagnostics and/or visual inspection?

SUSTAINMENT
Maintenance

Field-Level Maintenance
Field-Level maintenance
(FLM) generally combines
the levels of maintenance
formerly known as
“operator,” “organizational”
and “direct support”…

A field maintenance unit is modular and
organized to provide mobile maintenance
teams to support maneuver and
support units.

…and gives the fieldlevel mechanic the skills,
authorization and tools to
perform all three functions.

FLM is
done by:

•
•
•
•
•

Examples
of FLM
work are:

• Crew-level maintenance tasks
• “On-system” component/end
item repair and replacement
• Modification work orders
• Battle damage assessment repair
• Plug and play components

Repair to National
Standard Repair and
return to supply
System overhaul
Component
overhaul

YES

Can failure be corrected
with an adjustment or
component
replacement/repair?

Field
Maintanance
Sustainment
Maintenance

YES

Allocate task as mechanic
repair

Examples
of typical
components
that can be
replaced at
FLM:

LEGEND
NO

NO

been lost in the high OPTEMPO of
OIF/OEF
14 years of contract support meant
Soldiers didn’t have to do as much
maintenance
Four-level maintenance terminology is
still being widely used
Many TMs and maintenance allocation
charts have still not been updated to
reflect TLM.

*Applicable to
Ground Systems

PS 770
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Soldiers
Unit motor pools
Support maintenance companies
Field maintenance companies
Forward support companies

•
•
•
•
•
•

Starter
Winch
Electronic module
Geared hubs
Engine
Transmission
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Sustainment-Level Maintenance
This generally
combines the two
levels formerly
known as “general
support” and “depot”
maintenance.
it includes
removal of broken
components and end
items for off-site
repair and then
returning them to
the supply system.

Sustainment maintenance units are also modular
and can tailor capabilities to support forward
repair activities in a theater of operation, repairing,
rebuilding or overhauling specific components and
end items and returning them to supply.

Sustainment-level
maintenance
(SLM) is done by:

Examples
of SLM
work:

• Installation maintenance activities
• Depots
• OEM/contractor maintenance
activities
• Army Materiel Command

• “Off-system” component/end item repair
• Disassemble/assemble
• Repair to national standard
Examples
of typical
components
that can be
repaired at
SLM:

Th e
main
difference
in th e tw o
le ve ls is
this:

FLM replaces or repairs
an item and returns it to
the user (unit).
welcome
back, buDdy!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Starter
Winch
Electronic module
Geared hubs
Engine
Transmission

SLM repairs and returns it to
the supply system.
welcome
back,
buDdy!

Want more info? Check out CASCOM’s TLM overview video:

https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeAQQvJZT50

For a three-part
history of TLM,
see:

PS 770

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eydi6zj-gyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feO34vGUu0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMKpifi5Jb4
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AR 750-

aoap

protects
equipment,
reduces
costs and
saves lives!
When it comes to the
Army Oil Analysis Program
(AOAP), most of what you
need for success can be
found in Para 8-2 of
AR 750-1, Army Maintenance
Policy (Sep 13).

1

Army
ance
Mainten licy
Po
)
(Sep 13

The objectives of AOAP are to improve
operational readiness of Army equipment,
enhance safety, detect impending
component failures, and conserve
petroleum resources by applying the
on condition oil change (OCOC) policy.

AOAP monitors lubricants to look
for contaminants and abrasive parts
wear while keeping a close eye on the
lubricant’s physical properties.

This information is consolidated
in a report to diagnose present
maintenance problems while
also predicting future issues.

AOAP enrollment is mandatory for all Army aircraft, combat vehicles,
watercraft and locomotives unless the Deputy Chief of Staff, G–4,
approves an exception. Other equipment may be enrolled in the AOAP
on a case-by-case basis.
For an AOAP overview, see TB 43–0211, AOAP Army Oil Analysis Program
Guide For Leaders And Users (Apr 10). The pub walks you through how
to take samples, correctly complete forms and also answers many
frequently asked questions.
Download the TB at the Logistics Support Activity’s (LOGSA) website:

https: //www.logsa.army.mil/etms
You can also access AOAP info through LOGSA’s
Logistics Information Warehouse (LIW):

https: //liw.logsa.army.mil

PS 770
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Small Commitment, Big Payoff
it’s quick
work
to draw
an AOAP
sample.

Yet that brief investment
of time and effort can
help save equipment, hours
of maintenance downtime,
and potentially lives.

AOAP also gives commanders
vital information about the
condition of their unit’s
equipment and quality of
maintenance services.

Must-Dos for AOAP Monitors
if you’re tasked as your unit’s AOAP monitor, always ensure that you:

• know when and what equipment is to be
• follow lab recommendations for
sampled and stay on schedule.
re-sampling and maintenance.
• keep accurate records.
• draw reliable, uncontaminated
• follow safety procedures.
samples.
PM AOAP
• fill out forms completely,
• have sufficient supplies in
recommends
clearly and correctly.
your AOAP inventory.
that units keep a
• mail or deliver samples and
• give lab feedback
90-day supply of
the following
paperwork immediately.
when requested.
on hand:
Non-Aeronautical
Aeronautical
AOAP Sampling Supplies
AOAP Sampling Supplies
Item (Qty)

NSN

Nonmetallic tubing,
15 x 3/8 inches (100 ea)
Nonmetallic tubing,
30 x 3/8 inches (100 ea)
Bottles with
screw cap (144 ea)
Shipping sack,
6 x 10 inches (250 ea)
Pressure-sensitive
labels, 3 1/2 x 15/16
inches (5,000 ea)
Plastic bag (1,000 ea)

4710-00-933-4415

Use AOAP
sampling
bottles
once only
and don’t
substitute

4710-01-087-1629
8125-00-933-4414
8105-00-290-0340
7530-00-082-2661

8125-01-082-9697
4930-01-119-4030
4930-01-592-1656
4720-00-964-1433
8105-00-290-0340
8125-01-193-3440
DD Form 2026, Oil Analysis Request:
Use manual form only if unit does
not have SAMS-E or ULLS-AE

8105-00-837-7754

Don’t
reuse
tubing!

Use oil sampling pump if equipment has
no sampling valve. Pumps are reusable if
properly handled, maintained and kept
free of contamination

770 48-49.indd 1-2

• Equipment TMs for reference,
including AOAP TB 43-0211.
• DD Form 2026, Oil Analysis
Request (manual form),
unless using automated
DA Form 5991-E in SAMS-E or
ULLS-AE.
• Plastic gloves to prevent
sample contamination and
to protect hands from
hazardous fluids.
• Clean cloths or rags.

NSN

Item (Qty)
Oil sample bottle
with cap (120 ea)
Sampling pump, 40mm
Sampling pump, 38mm
Nonmetallic tubing,
1/4-in diameter
(1,000 ft)
Shipping sack,
6 x 10 inches (250 ea)
Oil sample bottle
mailer kit (24 ea)

For both
aeronautical
and nonaeronautical
sampling, the
following
may also
be useful…

DA Form 5991-E, Oil Analysis Request:
Units with SAMS-1E or ULLS-AE
should use automated form in logistics
information system
PM AOAP offers detailed monitor training that covers all steps,
from taking samples to correctly completing and submitting forms.
To request training or get answers to questions, call the
AOAP hotline at DSN 645-0236, (256) 955-0236, or email:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.aoap@mail.mil

PS 770
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AOAP is in the

news!

process of
equipping its
labs with the
new Oil Analysis
Standard interservice System
(OAsiS).

ment
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OAsiS?

AOAP is
working to
integrate
OASiS with
the Global
Combat
Support
System-Army
(GCSs-A).

what’s
that?
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There! that
oughta do it!

That will further simplify the AOAP process by eliminating the use of
oil analysis request forms and feedback/recommendation paperwork.
Once underway, oil sample requests will be
generated by GCSs-A and sent electronically
to OASIS as a work order/notification.
The work order/notification serves as the oil
analysis request, eliminating the need to print
and attach the form to the sample.

AOAP integration with GCSs-A
will provide units easier access
to all-inclusive maintenance
information, increasing
readiness of equipment.

PM Still
Vital

Units will then submit
oil samples only, which
will include the work
order/notification
number listed along
with a bar code.

OAsiS will:

• reduce maintenance costs
• conserve petroleum products
• extend component and equipment life

While AOAP is an effective maintenance diagnostic tool, it
isn’t a substitute for regular maintenance. Good maintenance
habits combined with AOAP will go a long way toward
keeping your equipment ready to go at a moment’s notice.

I can’t
believe we’re
geTting in!

pinCh me!
I must be
dreaming!

Everyone likes to
save a buck, right?
That’s why the
four tactical quiet
generator (TQG)
sets bElow have
been added to the
Army Oil Analysis
Program (AOAP).

So for those 100- and 200-kW
TQGs that are operated less
than 300 hours per year, follow
these new service requirements:

• Draw an oil analysis sample
every three months.

• Change the oil and filter every
12 months, 300 hours, or if
specifically recommended by
AOAP, whichever comes first.

Right now, sOme
of those TQGs are
used more often
than others.
And yet the
oil and filter
change is still
a quarterly
requirement.
That’s a big
expenditure of
money that may
not be necessary.

Here are the TQGs that have been
added to AOaP:

TQG

NSN 6115-

LIN

MEP-807A 100-kW
PU-807A 100-kW
MEP-809A 200-kW
PU-809A 200-kW

01-296-1463
01-471-7088
01-296-1462
01-471-7085

G17596
G17528
G17664
G26395

Questions?
Contact CECOM’s Ted Banks, DSN 648-6291, (443) 395-6291, or by email:

theodore.a.banks2.civ@mail.mil
Or Quesandra Ward, DSN 648-6268, (443) 395-6268, or by email:

quesandra.m.ward.civ@mail.mil

PS 770
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Publications…

Turn in TMs, Too!
THINGS THAT GO TOGETHER:
Peanut Butter
and Jelly

Nuts and Bolts

Thunder and
Lightning

Army equipment and Paper TMs

Too many
Soldiers forget—
or don’t know—
that paper TMs
should stay with
equipment whenever
it’s transferred or
turned in.
With so much Army
equipment moving
around due to the
draw-down, the bill
for replacing lost
TMs is growing.

$$$
PS 770

it’s more than common
fiscal sense to keep TMs
with equipment.
Operator’s manuals are
Basic Issue Items (BII)
so they should stay with
equipment wherever
it goes.
Leave TMs or operator
manuals inside the cabs
of wheeled vehicles,
usually in the glove box.
For combat vehicles,
leave ’em in the driver’s
compartment or turret.

Turning in TMs issued with smaller items like small arms and
chemical masks can save Uncle Sam a big chunk of change, too.
Due to their nonstandard size, pocket-sized TMs cost more to
print. so save a tree and turn ’em in with their equipment!
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Launch a
Successful
Deployment

Later…
Later…

This is gonna be a

tight fit!
Good thing you
measured me and
verified my weight
ahead of time!

Good work!
We’re right on
schedule.

later still…
still…
later

Deployment goes
smoothly when you
remember lessons
learned from the
CSA DEA Program.
The Chief of Staff Army Deployment
Excellence Award ( DEA ) program is open to
all Army Active, National Guard and Reserve
units and installations with a deployment or
deployment support mission.

PS 770
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The annual
deployment
competition
is tough.

Whether your unit chooses to compete or not,
these observations from prior DEA competitions can
help improve general deployment readiness…

Common/Recurring Problems

• Improper data input to TC-AIMS II: Wrong vehicle dimensions
entered, such as height, length, width and/or weight
• Inattention to port-call messages: Fuel, HAZMAT,
sensitive items
• General inattention to detail:
Military shipping labels (MSLs) placed in
wrong locations on vehicles and cargo

• Establish command presence (at
both installation and port)

Tips for Success

• Select a “centralized” installation
inspection and staging area
• Comply with port-call messages
• Identify sensitive and priority cargo
on UDL. Send an advance copy to the
Surface Deployment and Distribution
Command (SDDC) unit at port.
• Physically measure and verify weights of vehicles and cargo
• Send a liaison officer (LNO) to the port who has the knowledge and
authority to make decisions
• Complete detailed MILVAN inventories to satisfy USDA/customs requirements
• Be sure the operational equipment list (OEL) is accurate for equipment count, type
and dimensions
• Prep equipment for shipment and conduct
unit pre-inspections

• Hazardous or sensitive cargo not on unit deployment list
(UDL), not documented or not labeled
• Old MSLs not removed before applying new labels
• Same MSL on two pieces of equipment
• Incorrect bumper number on MSL or in database

• Make sure any HAZMAT paperwork
is properly filled out, and cargo
is prepared per 49 CFR and
International Maritime Dangerous
Goods (IMDG) Code.

• Cargo not
in database
or on UDL
• Failure to accurately measure and document cargo and
secondary loads, and failure to enter this info in the prime
mover’s MSL database
• Secondary loads missing MSLs

PS 770
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• Don’t rely on info from equipment data
plates. Verify all dimensions and weights.
• Remove all old MSLs and affix new MSLs at
correct locations
• Make sure unit movement officers (UMOs)
are trained and knowledgeable
• Identify priority/sensitive cargo
• Ensure fuel levels conform to port-call messages
• Replace missing or wrong shackles on equipment
• Properly secure and document secondary loads IAW Surface Deployment and Distribution
Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA) pubs. For help, call (800) 7220727 or e-mail: usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.tea-dpe@mail.mil
• UMOs should not serve in multiple deployment positions (for example, as HAZMAT
certifiers or air load planners)

54
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• If containers are sealed before
leaving post, provide a copy of the
seal number and packing list to the
installation transportation officer.
Learn more about the CSA DEA Program and its history at:

http://www.transportation.army.mil/dea/index.html

11/21/16 10:34 PM

Maintenance…

Stocking
Stocking
Bench Stock
Stock
Bench

When you’ve got a lot of bench stock, you’ll need somewhere to keep it!
For a few dollars,
your unit can order
a small parts
storage box,
NSN 8115-00-663-0212…

The first case
has 64 plastic
drawers that are
3x3x5 inches each.

… or two transport
and storage cases,
NsN 8115-00-663-0213.

The second case
has 24 plastic
drawers. Sixteen
are 6x2x5 inches.

What a hot
mess! You guys
need help.

The remaining eight
drawers are 6x4x5
inches.
I’m trying to
find my M16
detents.

Use sturdy wooden cases
with reinforced metal
edges and metal handles
for storing: bench stock,
electronic parts,
weapon parts

Use plastic tray for
organizing bench stock
All the drawers come with dividers
and a slot for inserting a label to
easily identify stored parts.

K eeping bench
stock available can be a real pain in the rear for mechanics
responsible for a wide variety of Army equipment.
Wherever maintenance takes place, bench stock should be available for use
in each location. Bench stock is 30 days of supply (DOS) and is low cost,
high use, consumable Class II, III (packaged), IV and IX (less components)
items used by maintenance personnel at an unpredictable rate.
Bench stock
consists of:

all the details can
be found in

• common

-2,
771100-2,
AARRpp
ly

Supply
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hardware like
resistors
wire, tubing,
rope
welding rods
sandpaper
gasket
material
sheet metal
seals
oils
grease
repair kits
and more.

Always make sure
you get semiannual
approval for a
shop and bench
stock list from
your maintenance
officer.

supply support activity [ssa]
Walk-Through checklist
ssa/Material Readiness Reviews/
Maintenance Meetings

❑❑How many people are authorized in your section? What are your
manpower challenges in meeting mission requirements?

❑❑How does the SSA influence your supported unit’s readiness? What
initiatives have you undertaken to improve readiness?

❑❑What is your standard for receiving and storing parts that arrive at the
SSA? (Should be the same day.)

❑❑What do you think your supported organization would say about the
quality of support your team provides?

❑❑Is the SSA configured to deploy with no notice? When was the last
time the SSA operated from a field environment (expeditionary)?

❑❑Do your supported units pick up parts promptly to ensure critical items

JAN 17

get to the point of need as quickly as possible?

11/30/16 10:24 PM

No Calibration
Means No Accuracy

To get the app, go to: https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
Scroll to the bottom of the page and click the App Warehouse button. In the
Keyword Search block, type TMDE.

When was
the last time
you had that
torque wrench
calibrated?

Never?!

When the TMDE app appears, click Create Shortcut on the right-hand side of the
page. Then close the page and click on the TMDE app to get started.

In your personal life, you wouldn’t think of taking your temperature or measuring

your car’s tire pressure with instruments whose accuracy you doubted.
But units repeatedly put themselves in that position by ignoring the TMDE
calibration requirements of their equipment. They wait until they’re ready to deploy
before worrying about getting equipment calibrated. In the meantime, they’ve risked
equipment failure and possible injuries by relying on faulty measurements.
Fortunately, it’s easy to stay on top of calibration because your local TMDE unit
wants to make it as easy as possible. That makes their job easier.
Not sure what equipment requires calibration? Check out TB 43-180. Then enroll
all that equipment with TMDE. They will notify you when items are due calibration.
A good tip is to stagger calibration for identical items like torque wrenches. That
way they aren’t all at TMDE at the same time.
An even better
tip is to get
the TMDE app
at the Logistics
Information
Warehouse (LIW).
The app lets
you easily check
the master list
and projected,
delinquent and
in-shop status
reports for your
unit’s TMDE items.

PS 770
770 58-59.indd 1-2

The master list shows all your unit’s
enrolled TMDE items by serial number, model,
nomenclature, status and calibration due date.
The projected items report lists all TMDE
due for calibration in the next 30 days.
The delinquent items report IDs
equipment past due.
The in-shop status report gives the work
order number and status along with the
model, serial number and nomenclature of
your items at TMDE.
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command supply Discipline Program
Walk-Through checklist
Property Book Offices/Supply Rooms
❏❏ How do you feel about your unit’s ability to maintain and account for

government property? What affect does this have on your unit’s readiness?

❏❏ Does your unit execute monthly (cyclic) and command-directed inventories? Is
action taken based on discrepancies noted?

❏❏ In your unit, how effective are change of command inventories in identifying:

(1) end item accountability,
(2) equipment shortages, and
(3) excess property (both end items and components)?
❏❏ Are all property book items with components (for example, sets, kits and outfits)
being issued down to the user level by the use of component hand receipts?
❏❏ Does the property book officer have shortage annexes on hand for each primary
hand receipt in your unit? What is being done about these shortages?
❏❏ When an accountable item is damaged or lost, what are some of the challenges
you experience in replacing the equipment (Financial Liability Investigation of
Property Loss, long lead times, etc.)?

JAN 17
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AMSAA Field Studies Branch:
Fixing Problems Before and
After They Happen!
That’s really
interesting.
I think we
can help take
care of that
problem.

SDC captures OPTEMPO, maintenance and logistics data on Army ground and aviation
systems operating in select units over time. AMSAA personnel collect this data using direct
observation, standard Army forms/reports, maintainer interviews, data recorders, and
more. The data/analysis supports Army initiatives relating to personnel integration, safety,
design improvements, supply, maintenance, MWOs and much more.
HUM supports the Army’s initiative to make maintenance more proactive in order to
increase readiness, decrease diagnostic time, and reduce unscheduled maintenance and
cost. Data is collected on Strykers and many tactical wheeled vehicle families. The goal
is to conduct maintenance based on the equipment’s usage and condition rather than
scheduled maintenance events. AMSAA provides units with customized vehicle health
alerts (VHAs) to include health information and troubleshooting support based on active
diagnostic codes and performance anomalies.

VHA Process: Feedback Driven

Operators and mechanics don’t necessarily see many of the problems that crop up with
Army equipment. The US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA) provides support
by monitoring equipment OPTEMPO, maintenance and on-board diagnostic data to provide
actionable information to assist operators and maintainers in keeping equipment ready.
AMSAA is an Army Materiel Command (AMC) organization that provides state-of-the-art
analysis to help in equipping and sustainment Army-wide. AMSAA’s Field Studies Branch
is composed of former military maintenance officers, technicians, maintainers, research
analysts and engineers. The branch conducts Sample Data Collection & Analysis (SDC&A),
Health & Usage Monitoring (HUM) and Special Studies.
DATa iS COLlECTED
ON 6800+ PiECES OF
GROUND EQUiPMENT
(RANgiNG FROM
M1 tanks TO TRAiLERS)
AND 250+ PiECES OF
AViATiON EQUiPMENT
(ROTARY & UAV ).

SDC&A Locations
Ft. Drum
(AMLLA)

JBLM (Ft. Lewis)
Ft. Carson

APG/Belcamp

Ft. Irwin (NTC)

Ft. Campbell

OCONUS Sites

770 60-61.indd 1-2

Soldier feedback
enables vehicle
health assessment
process

ANALYSIS

• Focus
-- DTC
-- Signals
-- Trends
• Investigation
• Impact

CUSTOMER

• Soldiers
-- Maintenance
-- Leadership
• LCMC Fleet Managers
• PM/PEOs
• Decision Makers

FEEDBACK

• Drives Process
Improvement
• Results =
Response +
Repairs

AMSAA also conducts special studies and other materiel-related
analyses in conjunction with routine SDC. These studies focus on systemic
issues related to DA policy, materiel or logistics.
Check out AMSAA on the web at: https://www.amsaa.army.mil/

DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

Ft. Stewart

• Vilseck, Germany
• Schofield Barracks, HI
• Kuwait - OCO

PS 770

DATA

• Manual Downloads
• Types
-- DTC
-- Signals
-- Trends
• Storage
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Ft. Bliss
Ft. Hood

ANAD
(AMLLA)

Ft. Rucker

JAN 17
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want to be

accurate?
then Be a

Did you
check the
engine oil
dipstick
twice?

Doubledipper!

You bet,
Sergeant!
That’s the
ONLY way
to get an
ACcuraTE
MeasUREment!

Wipe the dipstick off the
first time, then dip Again
to check oil level!

